Chapter 5: Ancient Egypt

Crossword Puzzle

Across
1. Picture that stands for a word or sound
5. Line of rulers from one family
6. Those who held ceremonies to please the gods
8. City built for pyramid workers
11. Plant used to make Egyptian boats
13. Fine soil deposited at the mouth of a river
14. Person who wrote and kept records
16. Person at the bottom of Egyptian society
17. Type of pyramid with levels
18. Ruler who tried to destroy all record of the previous pharaoh (2 words)

Down
2. Fabric made from flax fibers
3. Material used to make scrolls or books
4. People who invaded Egypt during the Middle Kingdom
7. The first woman pharaoh
9. Farming technique used by ancient Egyptians
10. Life that followed death
11. Pharaoh who ruled for 66 years (2 words)
12. What Egyptians did to preserve a body
15. Natural barrier that protected ancient Egypt